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Chapter 1 : Best Horror Movies on Netflix Right Now (November ) - IGN
10 Oct PM PDT we've got something for everyone in our radical round-up of the best horror TV shows of the last 10
years. American Horror Story.

The best anime series on Netflix Not a Netflix subscriber or prefer Amazon? This list pertains to U. Some
titles may not currently be available on international platforms. From Dusk Till Dawn Before Quentin
Tarantino became "Quentin Tarantino," he wrote a strange and unpredictable screenplay about two thieves and
kidnappers, who accidentally wander into a strip club full of vampires. After Tarantino rose to acclaim, he
pulled out the script, gave directing duties to Robert Rodriguez, and co-starred in the ensuing cult classic
alongside up-and-coming movie star George Clooney. The result is a weird film, which spends half the
running time as a plausible crime thriller and the other half as a wildly over the top vampire siege film,
complete with oddball violent flourishes and clever, unusual dialogue. Grief, deception, hypocrisy and
religious paranoia take hold, and the family starts tearing each other apart. Jack Nicholson and Shelley Duvall
are hired to take care of a hotel during the winter season, isolated from the rest of the world, and the loneliness
and creepy history of the building begin to destroy their minds. Tales of Halloween One of the best horror
anthologies in years, Tales of Halloween is a series of 10 interlocking stories set on the same night, in the
same town, on Halloween. The fast pace of Tales of Halloween keeps it fresh and exciting. They drink deeply
of the arteries of helpless mortals, ponder the meaning of their existence or lack thereof , and ultimately
capture the romantic appeal, and despair, of the immortal lifestyle in a way that few - if any - other vampire
movies ever have. The Voices Ryan Reynolds stars in one of the creepiest and most unexpected serial killer
movies, about a happy-go-lucky guy who goes home every night to his cat and dog, who talk to him and tell
him to do things. He means well, but he just seems to keep killing people and hiding the body parts around his
apartment. Most horror movies settle for depicting how scary it would be to get killed by a maniac. The Boy
This unexpected, creepy hit from stars Lauren Cohan The Walking Dead as a babysitter hired by eccentric
millionaires to take care of their Spooky atmosphere and some very unexpected developments make The Boy
a standout creepfest. Bruce Willis stars as a child psychologist whose latest patient is a young boy, played by
Haley Joel Osment, who thinks he can see and talk to the dead. The scares are subtle and mysterious, but the
real draw here is Willis and Osment, playing perfectly off of each other as huge realizations dawn on them,
filling their respective lives with fear. And the ending is still a classic. See it on Amazon instead The Wailing
A bumbling cop investigates a series of mysterious deaths in his small town, and discovers that the real horror
may be closer to home than he realizes. The Wailing sprints from genuine dread to broad horror comedy and
back again, keeping you on your toes the whole time. Exit Theatre Mode The Conjuring Vera Farmiga and
Patrick Wilson play supernatural investigators who take on a job protecting a large family from a malevolent
presence. See it on Amazon instead Raw A college student and lifelong vegan is forced to eat raw meat as part
of a hazing ritual, and soon she realizes that she wants more meat. Raw is one of the most disturbing and, at
times, grotesque horror movies in recent years, with an unsettling look at addiction and primal desires in their
most destructive forms. See it on Amazon instead Cult of Chucky If you like old-fashioned slasher franchises,
Netflix kinda sucks right now. Cult of Chucky takes the series in wild new directions, with unexpected twists
and turns and hallucinogenic imagery, as a survivor from the previous film finds herself institutionalized, in an
asylum where the killer doll is free to do whatever he wants, in front of anybody he wants, because nobody
will believe them.
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Chapter 2 : 10 great horror films of the 21st century | BFI
Why It's One Of The Best Horror Shows: If you want some laughs to go with your campy horror, Ash vs Evil Dead is the
show for you. As the sequel to the three Evil Dead films, it picks up 30 years.

Every once in a while, a horror film peeks its head into the rarefied air of the Academy Awards with a
costume or technical nod. One even won Best Picture. My goal is to argue realistically not only that a horror
film was excellent, but that it was better than what won Best Picture that year. The Phantom of the Opera
What won that year: Whale understood horror and musicals! The Apartment is amazing. Billy Wilder was a
genius. Jack Lemmon and Shirley MacLaine conjured laughs and tears with singular moments. Alfred
Hitchcock, however, changed cinema history and gave us a film to obsess over for half a century. This film
was a shocker. It has dug its finger into our collective consciousness as a society, which makes the hindsight
argument for it winning Best Picture in a world where Oscar gave horror its due. Night of the Living Dead
What won that year: Not only is it a testament to resourceful, sharp filmmaking and a lasting cerebral fright, it
was also bold for casting a black man as the hero in an era where that was all too rare. Had it won or, hell,
even been nominated , monocles would have popped into champagne glasses, but this grim slice of anxiety is
absolutely award-worthy. This one was actually nominated for Best Picture! Careful and gutting, William
Friedkin effectively tore us apart one bit of flesh and one scene at a time. And a vulnerable girl. And a very
hard set of stairs. Jaws What won that year: The opening night thrashing? The oft-analysed beach sequence?
But the thought exercise also shows just how many masterful scenes are in the movie that made everyone
afraid of swimming and, sorry, has probably done generations worth of damage to sharks. Jaws is in the same
league.
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Chapter 3 : Get The Year's Best Horror Stories, Series VIII PDF - Ingresar AQUI Book Archive
'Halloween' () Might Be the Best Slasher Horror Movie in 40 Years Anchored by an amazing lead, the new 'Halloween'
highlights the best of the genre with timely themes.

During his attempt, he is killed by Hayden and the home-invader ghosts, hanged from the chandelier;
Constance takes the living twin. Moira and other "innocent" ghosts help the Harmon ghosts prevent the deaths
of further tenants by scaring away the first family that wants to move in, the Ramoses. She prevents this by
distracting Tate. Nora, who wants a child since hers was murdered and turned evil, relinquishes motherhood of
the dead Harmon twin to Vivien, who asks Moira to be its godmother. Three years later, Constance comes
home and sees a trail of blood on the floor, leading to the bedroom of the living Harmon twin, now about three
years old and looking much like Tate. He has murdered his nanny and is sitting in a rocking chair, smiling up
at Constance. Conception[ edit ] What you saw in the finale was the end of the Harmon house. The second
season of the show will be a brand-new home or building to haunt. Just like this year every season of this
show will have a beginning, middle and end. It will obviously be in America, but in a completely different
locale. And I always had loved, as Brad had, the horror genre. So it just was a natural for me. From the
beginning, Murphy and Falchuk planned that each season of the series would tell a different story. Dante Di
Loreto was announced as executive producer. Production on the series began in April He did not state which
season it would be, but that he had already reached out to actors from both seasons to reprise their respective
roles. However, on January 5, , it was initially announced that the crossover season will be taking place in the
ninth season, but on June 14, , the crossover was moved from Season 9 to the eighth season, Apocalypse
instead. Casting[ edit ] Casting announcements began in March , with Connie Britton first to be cast,
portraying female lead Vivien Harmon. So, yes, I was able to tell Connie really the whole run of the series. It
was cable, rather than network His character was initially described as "a handsome and masculine but
sensitive therapist who loves his family but has hurt his wife. People think of me as the guy from The Practice
The finale aired on December 21, Title sequence[ edit ] The opening title sequence was created by Kyle
Cooper and his company Prologue. Murphy described the sequence as a mini-mystery and stated, "By the time
you see the ninth episode of this season, every image in that title sequence will be explained". The first
episode scored 62 out of on Metacritic based on 30 reviews. This one will haunt your dreams. Critical
reception by episode Season 1 Percentage of positive reviews tracked by the website Rotten Tomatoes [48]
Awards and nominations[ edit ] In its first season, American Horror Story was nominated for 65 awards, and
won
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Chapter 4 : - The Year's Best Horror 21 (Year's Best Horror Stories) by Karl Edward. Wagner
The collaborative efforts of Ellen Datlow (horror) and Terri Windling (fantasy) has become somewhat legendary, as year
after year they delivered the best horror and fantasy stories and poems in a fat ( double-length pages) anthology that
avoided pigeonholes with its mingled, unlabeled sample of the two genres (winning three World Fantasy Awards.

David Robert Mitchell follows his gorgeous The Myth of the American Sleepover with the equally gorgeous,
but infinitely more terrifying, It Follows , while Carter Smith more than exceeds the promise he showed with
his underrated debut The Ruins with the creepily melancholic Jamie Marks Is Dead. Infusing the gothic
tradition with a neat industrial spin, the film follows a group of workmen employed to remove the asbestos
from an old, abandoned mental asylum. As Stanley Kubrick did with The Shining , Anderson finds horrors in
the vast and sometimes brightly lit expanses of his majestic setting, and this shrewd reimagining of the
familiar haunted house genre feels simultaneously old-fashioned and strikingly modern. When a series of
romantic encounters end in crushing disappointment, May decides to take her own drastic actions in a
desperate attempt to find the perfect mate. Distinctive in many ways, not least in its unexpectedly progressive
take on sexual identity, and boasting a devastating performance from Angela Bettis in the lead role, this
sublime debut is a work of immense sensitivity, not to mention deliciously cruel humour. Critically mauled
and hilariously or perhaps enjoyably? Thankfully, in he proved the haters wrong with his gruelling chamber
piece Bug , which once again placed Friedkin at the top of his game. As beautifully stylish as it is horribly
grotesque, the film is perhaps most notable for the unexpected sadness that permeates the blood splatter,
elevating it from mere exploitation romp into something altogether more memorable and brutally affecting.
Not for the faint hearted; although, that said, the strong hearted should probably approach with caution too.
But while Amer certainly displays many of the virtuoso visual tropes of giallo cinema, narratively the film is a
far cry from the crime fiction templates that defined the classics of the genre. In fact, the film can perhaps be
more accurately described as the twisted product of two minds who have simply watched far too many Italian
horror movies. Tracing the sexual evolution of a young woman in three distinct chapters, the film is an erotic,
perverse and often terrifying exploration of female desire and the body, that will delight and quite probably
mystify unsuspecting viewers with its surrealistic tendencies, which are as indebted to experimental film form
as they are to the horror genre. Taking the concept of slowburn to almost unbearable levels, this is a film with
just one thing on its mind: And it does so beautifully. In a perfect world, Lola would be up there with Freddy
Krueger and Jason Vorhees as one of the most iconic antagonists to grace the silver screen. Featuring the most
unpleasant dinner party since The Texas Chain Saw Massacre, and characterised by a deathly streak of jet
black humour, The Loved Ones is just about as loveable as ultraviolence gets. The story of a reclusive family
whose culinary habits may be hard for some to swallow, Grau bravely trusts his audience to fill in the very
deliberate gaps he leaves, and make their own sense of what is unfolding on screen. With a simply staggering
sound design for which only the most high-tech audio system could do justice, this love letter to the craft of
filmmaking is an expressive, idiosyncratic and occasionally frustrating exercise in cinematic technique. But
for all its clever tricks and knowing deconstruction of genre, it still manages to be absolutely terrifying too. In
its own very singular way.
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Chapter 5 : The Year's Best Fantasy and Horror Series by Ellen Datlow
Collects twenty-six of the best horror tales from the preceding year. From the collection and estate of noted SF/F/H &
comic collector Kennett Neily - owner of the White Mountain Comic Collection - with his date of purchase written to ffep.

Mads Mikkelsen gives a career-best performance as the charming, delectable, and deadly Hannibal Lecter,
who terrorizes the local branch of the FBI whilst also working alongside them, wining and dining them with
extravagant meals made out of his latest victims. P Hannibal, you were gone too soon. American Horror Story
One of the most popular horror series of all-time, American Horror Story is still going strong in its eighth
season. Expanding on the anthology format which has been so popular in the horror genre from The Twilight
Zone to Creepshow to Tales From the Darkside, AHS has a story for every horror head whether you want to
explore an erotic haunted house, join a modern coven, or harass your neighbor about who they voted for.
Genuinely scary, surprisingly gory, and always served with a good dollop of self-aware humor, American
Horror Story is a contemporary genre classic. Les Revenants This French offering is one of the creepier and
more affecting picks on our list, transporting viewers to a small alpine town which was torn apart by the
deaths of a coachload of school kids and their teachers. Chilling, moving, and decidedly original, this
supernatural mystery is an underrated gem. True Blood A decade ago this saucy, sensual, and completely
over-the-top series debuted on HBO and changed the face of prestige television forever. Set in a world where
the existence of vampires has been revealed, this sociopolitical horror dramedy had an inclusive cast, a whole
bunch of sex, and -- as the seasons went on -- pretty much every supernatural creature you can imagine. The
young cast is endlessly re-watchable and the creation of a new mythos and -- most importantly, a new mask -makes the show feel fresh rather than a rehash of the classic film quadrilogy. Just like its namesake, Scream
has a lot of fun looking at and subverting the rules of horror, whether in film, television, or, in a new addition
-- excitingly for the sequential storytelling fans amongst us -- in comics. Filmed on the actual set of the UK
version of Big Brother, this meta zombie miniseries blurred the lines between reality and scripted TV and is a
whole bundle of fun. It follows a group of housemates embarking on a new season of the classic reality show
as the world outside is falling apart due to an unexpected outbreak of the dead coming back to life. Junji Ito
Collection One of the most famous mangaka of all-time, Junji Ito is nothing less than a horror master and his
terrifying comics have been scaring readers for 30 years. Atmospheric, chilling, and true to the work of Ito,
these scary shorts are a perfect introduction to one of the best minds in the genre. Dark If you loved Stranger
Things but thought it could have leaned a little -- or a lot -- more into horror, then Dark is for you. Set in the
small German village of Winden where a spate of children have gone missing, this pitch black mystery
straddles the lines between horror, crime, and science fiction. Grim and gripping, Dark entices viewers as we
slowly learn that -- of course -- the disappearances are actually part of a much larger conspiracy, one which
links three generations and multiple families from Winden. Joining the local morgue, she has to come to terms
with her hunger for brains. That leads to her teaming up with her boss Ravi in this hilarious horror-tinged
subversion of the crime procedural genre. Crazyhead Ever dreamed of a show about two tough women trying
to survive their twenties whilst also kicking a whole lot of demon butt? Well, then this awesome and horribly
ignored English series is a dream come true. Susan Wokoma and Cara Theobold star in the cheeky, dirty, and
surprisingly violent show from the creator of the equally brilliant Misfits. Sadly, this spectacular show was
cancelled after just one season, but you can still catch it streaming. If you have a Buffy-shaped hole in your
life, then this will over fill it and leave you desperate for more. Bates Motel A primetime TV show based on
one of the most critically acclaimed horror films of all time has no right to be as enjoyable, effective, and
creepy as Bates Motel, but this Psycho prequel delivers. Expanding on both the novel and the film, the series
delivers chills and thrills as well as actually creating interesting character arcs for both Norman and his
mother. Vera Farmiga is a standout here, all tortured emotions and dangerously protective love. Really, Vera
is an underrated horror icon and a gift that none of us deserve. In the Flesh What would life be like after a
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zombie apocalypse? Eschewing the desolate and destroyed big cities the genre usually focuses on, instead we
focus on a small Lancashire village and the recovering population of zombies known as "rotters" who, due to
scientific advances and forced rehabilitation, are being reintroduced into the general population. An allegorical
tale for our times, In the Flesh is a great example of the way genre projects can tell huge and vital stories.
Channel Zero The second excellent anthology show on our list is Channel Zero, with each season telling a
different story based on a popular creepypasta. But it really hit its stride with later entries that elevated the
catchy premise by adapting the stories and also exploring mental health, relationships, family, and -- of course
-- fear. Playing on the primal fear of the unknown and the wilderness, The Terror is an explosively tense and
terrifying -- no pun intended -- series focused on the crews of ships who must survive the brutal weather, a
supernatural menace, and as time creeps on And Then There Were None Agatha Christie is known for her cute
mysteries, often set in small pastoral villages and solved by sassy old ladies. But this adaptation of her classic
novel is a cold and creepy limited series filled with a shockingly good cast and some unexpectedly brutal
deaths. A story filled with secrets, shame, and murder, And Then There Were None is easily the most horrific
of the Christie adaptations, as well as a stone cold thriller that will leave you guessing until the last moment.
What recent horror shows are you a fan of?
Chapter 6 : 12 Great Horror Movie Sequels You Shouldn't Miss | Mental Floss
Friday the 13th (). I wanted to include this one in the first update of this article (the top 50), but I just couldn't justify
bumping another (better) horror movie.

Chapter 7 : 12 Horror Movies That Should Have Won Best Picture â€“ /Film
Terrified won best horror feature at this year's Fantastic Fest, and is an absolutely excellent tale of the supernatural
featuring some amazing deaths and creature effects.

Chapter 8 : BBC - Culture - The 21st Centuryâ€™s 12 greatest novels
From zombie apocalypses to retro-slasher flicks, ghost stories to gorefests - our definitive list of the 50 greatest
21st-century horror movies. 50 Greatest Horror Movies of the 21st Century.

Chapter 9 : The 15 Best Horror TV Shows of the Last 10 Years - IGN
The Year's Best Horror Stories was a twenty-two volume annual anthology series that ran from through Its creator,
Richard Davis, edited the series from , with Christopher Lee himself writing the introduction to 's Volume II.
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